
2022-2023 Hazen Elementary School Improvement Plan

School Hazen Elementary School

Principal Ti�any Glover

Principal Email tglover@hazen.k12.ar.us

Principal Phone 870-255-4547

Explain the needs assessment process used to identify the focus of the school level improvement
plan(s). [PLAN]

The Hazen Elementary School utilizes iStation monthly testing as well as Dibel’s 8, the D.S.A., AR Rapid Naming
Screener, and the PAST Assessment to gather data on individual students to determine where interventions are
needed in the area of literacy.

District Literacy Plan

(1)   Goals for improving reading
achievement throughout the
district

The Hazen School District will work to improve reading achievement throughout
the district to decrease the number of students performing in the areas of “In Need
of Support” or “Close” by 12%.

(2)   Prioritization of funding,
including without limitation
enhanced student achievement
(ESA) state categorical funds to
improve reading achievement
throughout the district.

Funds have been set aside to purchase literacy software/programs such as
iStation Instruction, Learning Ally, Renaissance Learning (including Star Reading &
Accelerated Reader), Lexia to help struggling learners.

Funds will also be set aside to purchase/replace copies of text for classes and
independent reading (including classroom libraries).
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Name of School(s) Support Requested District Support

Provide a brief description of
resources and support to
school(s) to meet evidence
based practice

Strategy Code

1: safe/collaborative

2: e�ective instruction

3: viable curriculum

Hazen Elementary
School

Support will be requested
through the Wilbur Mills
Coop and DESE as the need
arises.

* K-2nd Phonics First
Curriculum & Heggerty
Lessons

* 3rd-6th Vocabulary Surge by
95% Group

* 3rd-6th Multisyllable Routine
Cards by 95% Group

* K decodable books/readers

* K-6th Benchmark Reading &
Writing Workshop

* 3rd-4th Equipped for
Reading Success by Kilpatrick

* 5th Ready Reading by
Curriculum Associates

* 6th Study Sync

Additional resources
proved/used: Empowering
Writers, D’Nealian, Drops in
the Bucket, Get to the Root of
It Word Study, Words:
Integrated Decoding &
Spelling Instruction Based on
Word Origin & Word Structure,
Great Works Instructional
Guide for Literature, Sentence
of the Week by Kelly
Gallagher.

Code 3 - Viable
Curriculum

Code 2 - E�ective
Instruction

* Science of Reading
training completed by all
teachers as of August,
2022 except two newest
hires which are currently
enrolled in R.I.S.E.
professional
development.

Code 1 -
Safe/Collaborative

*Implement external
provider services to
create data room and
facilitate PLC discussions

Explain how the district will monitor the fidelity of implementation of the school-level improvement plan(s). [DO]

We will have daily walkthroughs (done by principals), as well as monthly PLCs and department meetings to
discuss the data and the students. These meetings will be led by interventionists and monitored by the campus
principal.

It will be visible through purchase orders/invoices as to the services and materials purchased for helping to
increase our students’ reading performance.  (Software and services will be purchased and implemented at the
beginning of the school year.)



Explain how the district will evaluate the school-level improvement plan for progress.  This explanation should include
clearly defined expectations. [check]

*We will review the rubric for the plan quarterly to ensure that all items are being properly implemented and
used with fidelity. This will be evaluated by the district level support team each quarter. This will include data
from all assessments given and student performance as presented to the team by each campus's
interventionists.

*We will look and discuss the data from the diagnostic testing on a monthly basis to determine what is working
for our students and what modifications need to be made. This data will be reviewed monthly by both the
classroom teachers and the interventionists.

*We will have PLCs (monthly) and decide what essential standards need to be taught from the data of testing,
walkthroughs and classroom assessments to help determine which students need more intensive interventions
and what can be done in the classrooms to help our struggling learners. These meetings will consist of
classroom teachers, interventionists and the principal when possible. If the principal is unable to attend, the
interventionists will report the results of each meeting to the principal.


